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Maple Worksheets: Getting Started

Tips for getting started:
Maple commands and variables are case sensitive and order of command execution is important!

Commands can be executed individually by pressing "Enter" at each command.

Organize executable commands by placing them after Maple prompts ("[>").

Use Shift+Enter to create a new line at the same prompt without executing the command.

Use the "!!!" button to execute all commands in your worksheet in order, "!" will execute only selected commands.

You can insert plain text that is not executed as a command, and you can format this text as you would with a word 
processor. 

You can press Esc or Ctrl+Space to pull up a list of symbols and commands that complete what you just typed.

Starting a New Worksheet: Do This First!
Clearing Variables

At the start of every worksheet, it's a good idea to clear all variables using "restart," otherwise you may get unexpected 
results!

Loading Additional Packages

You may also want to use some additional Maple packages, load these using "with."

Some tools for creating various plots

Packages useful for Linear Algebra (colon hides output)

Packages for working with Differential Equations
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Basic Command Syntax
Comments

You can create a comment that will not be executed by inserting plain text between your Maple prompts (as I have been 
doing.) You can also insert a comment using "#"
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Variables

Values are assigned to variables with ":=" not with "=", which is reserved for equations. Notice how Maple handles  and 
 in the following:

This can be useful if we want to assign an equation to a variable name

You need to be very careful when defining variables. If you are having problems executing commands in your worksheet,
check your variable assignments!

Terminating Statements

Semicolons and colons are used as statement separators in Maple, use these to terminate your statements. Use a 
semicolon at the end of each statement to display the output once the command is executed. A colon at the end of the 
statement will execute the command, but will not display the output.

Using and Defining Functions and Procedures
Maple has many procedures defined to do various tasks. Procedures will require that you specify certain parameters 
(some may be optional) which are explained in Maple help, usually along with some examples. 

The  procedure takes an equation (or equations) and solves for the specified variable(s). 
This can also be used to solve inequalities and systems of equations.
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Functions

Mathematical functions are treated as a special type of procedure in Maple, using arrow notation ("->").

For instance, to define  as a function:

Now we can evaluate at :

Procedures

Procedures can extend to more than just mathematical functions, the  procedure used above can take an 
expression or list as a parameter. Defining our function above as a procedure is slightly more complicated, since we need 
to specify the input type:

Palettes and Right Click Context Menus
Palettes

Maple supports many operators, symbols and expressions. The most common of these are available in palettes, so that 
you can select them without knowing the correct syntax for the procedure and read them in a more familiar format.

The following statements use the Expression palette and the equivalent procedure:
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Right Click

Right clicking on an expression will give you a context menu to perform operations without knowing the correct 
procedure. Notice that some of the following operations result in complex procedures!

Right clicking on the following expression allows us to evaluate for :

or solve for :

or differentiate implicitly with respect to :

or plot:
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More Examples

From here on, I will assume some familiarity with calculus and linear algebra topics. If something looks unfamiliar, try 
searching for it in help!

Calculus
We'll work with the following functions for these problems:

Limits

To evaluate limits we can use the expression palette:

0

undefined

or we can use the equivalent command limit(function, point, direction):

0

undefined
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Differentiation

Maple has several procedures for differentiation, the expression palette contains some familiar notation:

These are equivalent to the diff(expression, variables) command:

Another procedure that can be used is the differential operator D[argument indices](function)(evaulation point). This is 
slightly different from the diff() operator, as it can evaluate derivatives at a point, but cannot handle expressions that are 
not functions:

ey
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Integration

Integration is also easily accomplished using the expression palette:
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Of course there is an equivalent command, int(expression, variables):
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Additional Topics

Maple also has commands for many other specific calculus topics, here are a few that might be useful (look up syntax in 
the help menu!):

taylor outputs a Taylor series expansion

dsolve is a solver for ordinary differential equations

inttrans[laplace] performs a Laplace transform

BesselI, BesselJ, BesselK and BesselY can be used to call the various Bessel functions

LegendreP and LegendreQ can be used to call the Legendre functions
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Linear Algebra
Remember to load the LinearAlgebra package! Notice all of the different commands this will allow us to use, many of 
which can be very tedious to perform by hand for large matrices:

Matrices

We won't get very far before we need to input a matrix of some sort. We can use the Matrix() command to generate some 
matrices quickly, but it is often simpler to use the Matrix palette. Double click on a large matrix to see and edit its entries:
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Vectors

Vectors can be defined using angled brackets (< >):

Matrix Arithmetic

Matrices can be easily added and subtracted, but there are two kinds of multiplication. We can multiply a matrix by a 
scalar using *, the product of two matrices is not commutative and uses a period:

Error, (in rtable/Product) invalid arguments
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Useful Functions

We can use commands to manipulate matrices quickly (see the output of with(LinearAlgebra) above). Here are a few 
examples:
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